Intersecting Human and Artificial
Security Intelligence as a Force
Multiplier in Enterprise Defense
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Delivering on the promise of standing with you in
defense of your enterprise network.
Technology alone won’t defend your enterprise from hackers, thieves, even rogue states as
they’re also leveraging AI and machine-learning technologies to defeat enterprise security
defenses. From our perspective, the advantage is YOU, the security professional, tasked
with defending and ensuring that your enterprise remains protected.
At Hillstone Networks, we take a more pragmatic approach to empower you and the
security of your business. Intelligence squared is a force multiplier, continually growing,
adapting, and defending your enterprise. With Hillstone, the insights and security intelligence
learned across the globe, combined with our products and solutions, provide the ability to
see, understand, and quickly act in defense of your enterprise.
With high customer ratings, Hillstone is recognized as a 2020 Gartner Peer Insights
Customers’ Choice for Network Firewalls. And with more than 18,000 enterprise customers
who have already deployed Hillstone, you can rest assured that you’re in good company.
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Hillstone for Intelligent Breach Prevention
Anyone who follows the state of cybersecurity understands that cyber attacks have
increased, becoming ever more targeted, elusive, and damaging. Emerging
technologies, like the Internet of Things, artificial intelligence, and hybrid cloud
computing, are expanding the attack surface, making detection and understanding
the full scope of today’s attacks much more challenging. Today, the enterprise
security strategy needs to shift from pre-breach prevention to fast, post-breach
detection and mitigation.

Protecting Enterprises from
Advanced Threats
• Highly Integrated Solution with
Better TCO
• Detection, Visibility, and Insight
into the Threat Kill Chain
• Easy Deployment with Minimum
Conﬁguration Effort

Hillstone for Data Center Protection
Data center traffic today is overwhelmingly driven by the continued growth of data,
analytics, mobile and social apps, video consumption, and an explosion in the number
of IoT devices. That, coupled with the move to larger, centralized cloud data centers,
results in a significant impact on inbound and outbound traffic in data centers. At the
same time, massive volumes of VMs floating around with broad cloud adoption, you
still have to protect east-west traffic in the cloud.

Protecting Modern Data
Centers Inside Out
• Guaranteed Business Continuity
for Modern Data Centers
• Complete L2~L7 Security
Protection
• Security Scalability with
Performance Growth

Hillstone for Secure SD-WAN
Hillstone Secure SD-WAN helps multi-branch organizations quickly deploy a secure
VPN network, anywhere. New branches can get up and running without the traditional
delay of having IT professionals onsite. The solution provides multiple links, including
private links, Broadband, 3G, 4G LTE, and 5G wireless connections with intelligent
routing, based on policy and application. It actively monitors latency, jitter, and packet
drops in real-time for each VPN link. Unlike other approaches, Hillstone started with
security as the foundation. Security wasn’t a feature added to the solution. It is at the
root of the solution.

Built on Security for
Distributed Enterprises
• Fast Service Launch and
Business Assurance
• Greatly Reduced Operational
Costs with Limited Maintenance
Needs
• End-to-end Security Protection
• Efﬁcient Management Enabled by
Automation

Hillstone Product Portfolio
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Technology Partners and Certificates

See a complete listing of our technology partners and certificates online.
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